Kodak i1210 Cleaning
Instructions
Your scanner needs to be cleaned during every shift change. It can also be cleaned
more often if any of the following conditions occur, your documents do not feed easily,
several documents feed at the same time or if streaks appear on your images. After
cleaning your scanner you will need to scan the cleaning sheet seen on the last page of
this document.
Roller Cleaning
1. Before beginning cleaning procedures, turn off the scanner or disconnect the electrical
power.
2. Before opening the scanner cover, be sure the input tray is in the open position and, if
the optional output tray and/or dangler are attached, remove them.
3. Press and hold the scanner cover release lever and pull the scanner cover down.

4. With Kodak roller cleaning pads #8535981, wipe the feed rollers from side to side.
Rotate the feed rollers to clean the entire surface.

5. Dry the rollers with a lint-free cloth.

Camera Glass Cleaning
1. Wipe the upper and lower imaging area using a Kodak staticide wipe #8965519. Be
careful not to scratch the imaging area when cleaning. Allow the glass to dry completely
before using the scanner.

2. When you finish cleaning the scanner, close the scanner cover with both hands.

Cleaning supplies can be purchased directly from Kodak
http://graphics.kodak.com/docimaging/us/en/how_to_buy/order_supplies/index.htm

Kodak CAT No. Description
148 4864 Kodak Feed Rollers
173 6115 Kodak Separation Module
826 9607 Kodak Feed Module
853 5981 Kodak Roller Cleaning Pads
169 0783 Kodak Transport Cleaning Sheets
896 5519 Staticide Wipes for Kodak Scanners
868 3724 Optics Cleaner Pad

Once your scanner has been cleaned, print and scan the cleaning sheet
found in the last page of these instructions.

Pegasus Transflo Express Scanner Cleaning
For emergency use only
Order cleaning sheets from the VW
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DATE:___________________

STORE #:__________________________

Cleaned by.:__________________________________________(print)
X__________________________________________(sign)

COMMENTS:__________________________________________________________________

